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1.Technical specification:
 Voltage used: AC 220-240V, 50-60Hz Power:660W

 Fuse:5A/250V

 Pre-heating time: 0 min

 Smoke output: 6000 cuft/min Tank capacity:1.5L

 Oil consumption:24h/L

 Controller:2

 DMX Channel:2

 Packing size:51×37.5×44cm

 G.W:29.45kg

2.Function setting:
1. Interval Set: spacing interval of regular output(0~200) seconds;

2. Duration Set: time of regular output(0~200) seconds;

3.DMX512 ADD:setting of controller address(1~512);

4.Fan Speed:speed of fan(0~10);
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3.Button panel operation:

Function
:Function setting

UP
:Parameter up

DOWN
:Parameter down

TIMER
:On or open button of regular consumption and time

MANUAL
:Continuous output

VOLUME
:Manual output

1. Interval Set: spacing interval of regular output(0~200) seconds;

2. Duration Set: time of regular output(0~200) seconds;

3. DMX512 ADD:setting of controller address(1~512);

4. Fan Speed:speed of fan(0~10);

4.DMX channel:

CH1
0-127 Haze Spray Off

128-255 Haze Spray On

CH2 0-255 Fans speed from slow to fast

To avoid the danger of explosion, please note:

No flammable liquids, such as oil, gas or spices, can be added to the oil tank.

5.Uninstall inspection:
1. Open the carton and check whether all the accessories are complete or not. Please

check the information of the accessories in the specification. If any accessories are

lost, please contact your dealer immediately.

2. Before installing the cigarette maker for the first time, please make sure that the

appearance of the cigarette maker or the power line is obviously damaged due to

transportation. Do not use cigarette lighter before damaging the distributor.

6.To avoid the danger of fire, please pay attention to (safety warning):
1. This is for adults. Smoking machine should be installed in places where children

can not touch, and always pay attention when using them.

2. Do not spray directly into the human body. Keep away from fire.
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3. The heat of spray is very high, so the safe distance should be maintained with

100CM above the nozzle. (surface temperature 40-80 C, do not touch).

4. Smoke machine should be installed in a well ventilated place, not covering the heat

sink hole on the smoke machine to ensure proper ventilation and heat dissipation,

and the upper and lower sides of the smoke machine should be protected.

5. Hold at least 20CM of space and do not store inflammable materials around

300CM. (away from carpet, wood and flammable objects).

Please note that all smoking machines are printed with warning signs and
instructions on their appearance.
1. Please use the highquality water smoke agent recommended by the distributor.

Bad smoke may cause obstruction or splash oil.

2. Check regularly whether there is enough smoking agent in the barrel. When the

smoking agent is exhausted, pour out all the smoking agent and pack it properly

(preferably in the original package) and

3. Send to dealer for maintenance.

4. Before you mail or ship, you must pour out all the smoke in the barrel.

5. Smoking agent is not edible. If smoking agent is eaten by mistake, it should be sent

to the doctor immediately. If smoking agent touches the skin or eyes, it should be

washed with clear water immediately.

7.Assemble:
 Remove all packaging materials in the box, especially the presence of foreign

bodies at the nozzle.

 Put the smoke engine flat and open the oil drum cover.

 High quality smoke agent, such as West German smoke agent, is injected into the

barrel and the barrel lid is tightened. Please note that the inferior smoke will

damage the tobacco machine.

 Fasten the plug in the remote controller to the socket behind the machine.

8.Operation:
 The power cord should be inserted in the power socket with ground wire, and the

switch behind it should be turned on to ON position, then the cigarette machine

will be turned on.

 Before heating, the indicator lights on the remote control are lit.

 Press the red button to spray the smoke.

 The indicator light on the remote control indicates the condition of the flue gas in

the smoke or heating.

 There are many kinds of remote controls available for smoking machines. Please

refer to the use of remote controls.

 The smoking machine can be installed at the height (with a hanger) or on the

ground. Please note that smoke engines must not be directed to the human body.

 It can be tilted more than 15 degrees.
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 Please check the liquid stock regularly. If smoking agent is exhausted and the

operation is not stopped, it will inevitably lead to the damage of the smoke

machine.

 If the smoke volume decreases, the pump has noise or smoke can not be sprayed,

the power supply should be cut off immediately and checked at the same time.

 Smoke dosage, fuse, remote control connector and power plug. If the cause of the

problem is still undecided, please stop checking to avoid damaging the cigarette

machine and send it back to the dealer for repair.

9.Maintenance matters:
Please regularly clean your smoking machine to reduce the cost of replacement and

repair of parts.

1. Do not pollute the smoke agent. In order to maintain the cleanliness of the smoke

agent, the lid should be tightened immediately after adding the smoke agent.

2. After 40 hours of continuous use, please clean and paste the heat pipe with 80%

distilled water and 20% white vinegar.

Impurities inside.

Remove the nozzles and wash them with vinegar to ensure that the nozzles are clear.

Pour out smoke agent and replace it with clean formula. At the same time, connect the

power supply and start the heat engine.

Continue to operate in the open space until the liquid in the pail is used up.

After cooling, reinstall the nozzle and add smoke agent for the next use.

10.Other points for attention:
1. All smoking machines are likely to be blocked by filter, dirty or overheated smoke

agents. Therefore, regular maintenance will ensure that

Durable use.

2. Use dry cloth when cleaning, keep it clean when stored.

11.During operation:
 All smoke machines will condensate, condensate water vapor or moisture around

the nozzle, so it should be considered before installing smoke machines.

 All cigarette exhauster will occasionally have a small amount of smoke coming out

during or after use.

 All smokers have cycle cycles. When the temperature drops to a low temperature

point, the pump opens automatically and begins to heat up (the green light goes

out).

 Extinguish) until the green light is lit again after heating, the smoke can be

restored.


